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Food is great in the Legend of zelda: Breath of the Wild to restore your hearts. You can even cook them to give you an extra effect like heat or cold resistance. But sometimes you don't need or want to waste healing food just for effect. That's where those monster parts you've been picking up come in handy. You can use them to make
elixirs. Below we list the elixirs you can make and how you can adjust their effects with the ingredients you include. Elixirs You cook elixirs just as you cook dishes. They are a drink that will give you one of the beneficial effects without worrying about wasting any valuable healing. Each elixir is made by combining the creature - an insect, a
lizard or a frog - and a monster part. Just like food, you only ever get one effect at a time, from an elixir - you can't mix heat resistance and increased stealth, for example. There are two categories of elixir. Some have all or nothing effects - like stealth or fire protection - and some that create varying degrees of effect - like heat or cold
resistance. And that's where some math comes in. The creature effect you choose determines the effect and affects the duration. You can figure out what effect you get by simply reading the description of the critter. For some elixirs, the number of critters you turn on will determine the strength of your elixir - one critter will give you a weak
elixir, while the four critters will give you the strongest elixir. The duration is a little more difficult to determine. Parts of the monster affect only the duration of the elixir, not the effect. The rarity of a monster part is the key to understanding how duration affects. The horns of The Bokoblin add one minute to the elixir duration, while the
bokoblin guts add three. A good rough guide to this is how much you have in your inventory - if you have a lot of something, it's probably more common. All or nothing effect elixir These elixirs do not have any levels of effect. For example, you are either fireproof or not - there are no degrees to not be on fire. This means that everything you
control with your choice of ingredients is duration, so it makes sense to use one critter and four-piece monster. The fireproof elixir gives a fireproof effect that will keep you from catching fire in very hot places like Death Mountain. The only cravas that will provide this effect are fireproof lizards (although the description only says heat
resistance) and the suffocation of the butterfly. The hasty elixir increases the speed. Look for critters with speed boost in the description, like a high-tailed lizard or a hot-footed frog. The mighty elixir increases the attack. attack in description of critters as rhino blade Sneaky elixir increases stealth. Look for critters with a quiet description
like a firefly sunset. Heavy elixir increases defense. Look for critters with defense in the description as a rugged rhino beetle. Degrees of spectacular elixir These elixirs have levels of effect. The lowest level of heat resistance will only help in a moderately warm area, while the highest level will protect you in the hottest areas of Hyrule. This
means that your choice of ingredients is much more difficult. You can get a powerful elixir in a short period of time with four critters and one part monster, or a weak potion for a long period with one critter and four-part monster. Chilly elixir provides heat resistance. Look for steep or obviously heat resistance in the description of the
creature, like a wintering butterfly or a cold place. Electro elixir gives resistance to shock damage. Look for electricity in the description of the creature as an electric place. Unbreakable and energetic elixirs restore endurance or increase maximum endurance. Look for critters with stamina in the description as restless cricket or
indefatigable frog. The cardiac elixir and fabulous tonic restore health and improve maximum health. Look cardiac or heal in the description of the critter as a hearty lizard or fairy. Spicy elixir gives cold stability. Look warm or resist the cold in the description of the creature, like a butterfly in summer or a warm place. Related Legends of
zelda: Breath of the Wild Guide and a step-by-step guide and step-by-step guide to the legend of zelda: Breath of the Wild is tough. Like, very cool. Weapons can break down and the world is full of dangerous mini-heads such as Lynel and Hinox, which can pop up at any moment once you have left the Great Plateau. If you want to save
Hyrule from the scourge of Ganon, you're going to have to become adept at mixing elixirs, which, along with food, took the place of potions from previous zelda games. If you're not sure where to start, we've got your back with some helpful tips for Breath of the Wild, and a handy elixir list as well. zelda: Breath of the Wild Elixir Guide: How
to make elixirs and say their effects will be There aren't any specific elixirs recipes in Breath of the Wild, so you'll have to do as John Coltrane and improvise if you want to figure out what's doing that. You cook elixirs when cooking pots just like you would food, but the ingredients are different. According to Polygon, you get an elixir anytime
you mix a part of a monster and a critter - which, in breath wild terminology, means small animals like bugs or lizards. Make sure you read descriptions of what you are putting in your bank so that you will have an idea of what the effect will be. They also advise you not to mix a few status effects, as you will only ever one advantage. Also,
you should always write down your recipes so you know that provide what the benefits are. No one has ever said the adventures in Hyrule after the collapse of society will be easy. zelda: Breathing Wild Elixir Recipes: Strong sample elixirs so you start best experimenting with different parts of monster and critters and write down what they
create, we record some of the most useful elixirs you can carry with you, courtesy of Nemo YouTube Channel.Mighty Elixir: The combination of rhino blade Tough Elixir: The combination of monster parts and animal with a hard That can help you survive fights that would otherwise stop you in your tracks. Electro Elixir: By combining
Thunder butterfly, Electric Darner and Yellow Tail Lizalfos you can make this elixir that provides you with medium-level electricity resistance for 8 minutes and 10 seconds. Fireproof Elixir: If you want to undermine Gail's business model, combine the monster part and any fireproof animal to get this elixir that gives you a very useful
Flameguard buff. Spicy Elixir: Combine a Sizzlewing butterfly with a Bokoblin Fang to get this blend that, when drunk, gives you cold resistance. Perfect for exploring mt. Lanaryu.Chilly Elixir: Cold Darner and Red Tail Lizalfos will make you this elixir that provides low-level heat resistance. Useful if you are heading to the Herudo Desert for
this part of the main quest. Elixir Energy: If you combine the Horn of Bokoblin with restless cricket, you will create an elixir that restores your stamina when absorbed. Unbreakable Elixir: Combining any monster parts with an animal like a tireless frog will allow you to make this elixir that gives you extra stamina when you drink it. Hasty
Elixir: If you combine Hot-Footed Frog and Monster Parts, you'll get a potion that gives you a low speed positive effect for 4 minutes and 10 seconds. Use the more powerful parts of the monster to increase the effect. Sneaky Elixir: If you throw a sneaky river snail, sunset Firefly and eyeball Octorok in the pan, you get this elixir that gives a
low level of boost to your ability to penetrate the enemies. Heart Elixir: By combining parts of the monster with the heart lizard, you'll be able to get bonus hearts by offering a reference to some much-needed survivability at the beginning of the game. Fairy Tonic: If you combine a fairy, two Bokoblin horns and two Bokoblin fangs, you'll get
this simple restorative potion, akin to the red potions of previous zelda games. More zelda: Breath of Wild Tips, Tricks and GuidesIn due to Everything You Need to Know About zelda: Breath of the Wild, including what to expect from the Wii U version, how to save your items, how to beat bosses like Stone Talus, Lynel, Guardians and
Hinox, the best recipes for link how to take ourselves the shrines of the game and our shrines of the shrine The outfits of the game are like a climbing set, two sets of heat-resistant armor you can find and how to dress a link in a classic green tunic. You'll also want to find out where all the great fairies are in the game, all the stables
available, how to use amiibo with your version of zelda and how to increase your health, stamina and weapon slots. March 9, 2017 12:04pm Posted by Mike Scorpion Legend of zelda: Breath of the Wild has really broken the tradition of collecting hearts to regain your health, and added environmental hazards that can harm you, whether
on top of icy mountains or active volcanoes even braving desert or running furiously amid a thunderstorm. To replenish life you have to cook the items you have collected and make meals to increase the number of hearts you can recover (Check out our Cooking Recipe Guide for more information). However, while some foods have the
added effect of bonuses, sometimes you don't want to waste a dish that can help you later just to enhance the effect, this is where the elixirs come in to let us introduce you to our legend of zelda: The Wild Breath of the Elixir Guide! The elixirs can be cooked in the same was as dishes, but without the use of food and instead, using
monster parts and remains, and a few insects and reptiles as well. To make a certain elixir for a certain enhancing effect, you have to take into account the title part in question. Anything that means fast motion like Hightail or Hot-Footed will give you a boost to your speed. The same goes for Spicy or Sizzlewing for extra cold resistance
and Thunderwing, giving you resisitance to electricity. Adding more than the same ingredient will make the elixir more powerful, but adding two or more different effects will cancle each other. Please note that the fire under the pan should be burning otherwise you can't cook the ingredients to make the elixirs. Rain may be your biggest
enemy here, so be sure to find a rain-free day to create your concoctions. Hasty Elixir: Increases Movement Speed Hightail Lizard and Monster Parts Hot-Footed Frog and Bokoblin Guts Hightail Lizard and Bokoblin Horn Sneaky Elixir: Increases Stealth Sneaky River Snail, Sunset Firefly and Octorok Eyeball Keese Eyeball and Sunset
Firely Spicy Elixir: Cold Resistance Sizzlewing Butterfly and Bokoblin Fang Mighty Elixir: Attack Boost Bladed Rhino Beetle and Moblin Horn Energizing Elixir: Restores Stamina Bokoblin Horn and Restless Cricket Chilly Elixir : Heat Resistance Cold Darner and Red Lizalfos Tail Electro Elixir: Electric Resistance Thunderwing Butterfly,
Electric Darner and Yellow Lizalfos Tail Thunderwing Butterfly and Yellow Lizalfos Tail Tags: #Switch, Gaming, legend of zelda, March Feature, Miketendo64, Nintendo Switch, videogames, Wii U, zelda, Zelda BOTW Elixir Guide, Guide, Elixir Guide, zelda: Breath of the Wild categorized in: Announcement, Breath of the Wild, Nintendo,
Nintendo Switch, Legend of zelda, Wii U This post was written by Mike Scorpion Scorpion
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